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Q1 Read the passage below and answer the questions
that follow :
Betty takes swimming classes during her summer vacation.
Betty gets a medal at the end of her class because she is a
good swimmer. Her brother, Max, earns a medal, too. The
best part of the class is when the teacher lets Betty and Max
jump off the diving board. Betty and Max have a great time
at their swimming class. Another thing Betty likes is going to
the zoo. She and her family stay all day and see all kinds of
animals. They see a show where the seals perform tricks.
Betty’s favourite animals at the zoo are the monkeys and the
elephants. Betty and her family enjoy a lovely day at the zoo.
1) What classes does Betty take during summer vacation ?
A. Swimming classes
B. Dance classes
C. Singing classes
D. Cooking class
2) Which sentence is true?
A. Betty likes going to the zoo.
B. Betty sees a dolphin show.
C. Betty does not like to dive.
D. Betty does not enjoy at zoo.

3)Betty is a good
A. dancer

B. Swimmer

C. player

D. Juggler

4) Betty’s favourite animals are
A. horse and cat
B. Monkeys and donkeys
C. crow and pigeon
D. Monkeys and elephants
Q2. One fine morning, when the sky began to get dark, Little
Worm peeped out of his hole. He looked up, saw the clouds
becoming bigger, and knew just then that it was going to
rain. Rainy days were his favourite days. Little Worm was
always ready for a rainy day. He pulled out his rain coat and
put it on. He looked all over for his cap but couldn’t find it. So
he picked up his umbrella and came out of his home. Just
then he felt a drop of water on his head. Little Worm’s face
brightened up. Then he felt a few more drops and then many
more. Soon it was pouring. And Little Worm’s heart was filled
with glee.
Little Worm saw his friend Big Worm approaching Big Worm
did not have a raincoat on or an umbrella. Little Worm went
up to him and asked,’’ Big Worm, are you having fun in the
rain?’’ Sure I am,’’ replied Big Worm, ’’and you can join in my
fun. Toss out your raincoat and umbrella and enjoy the rain.’’
Little Worm did just that and felt the raindrops all over him.

The two worms danced and sang together in the rain and had
a wonderful time.
1) Little worm was always ready for a...........................
A. Worm day
B. Cold day
C. Rainy day
D. Normal day
2) Little worm’s heart was filled with............................
A. sorrow
B. feelings
c. emotions
D. glee
3) Big worm did not have a.....................................
A. Raincoat
B. cycle
C. House
D. Trousers
4) The two warms ............................................together
A. Once

B. Danced

C. Walk

D. Sleep

5) Identify this cartoon character:

a) Superman
b) Batman
c) Spiderman
d) The Hulk
6) Choose the correct statement.

A. children are playing in the school.
B. this is a picture of a park.
C. there is a rainbow in the sky.

